ABSTRACT. We present state sums for quantum link invariants arising from the representation theory of U q (gl N|M ). We investigate the case of the Nth exterior power of the standard representation of U q (gl N|1 ) and explicit the relation with Kashaev invariants.
INTRODUCTION
In its 1990 ICM paper [Tur91] , Turaev emphazided the proeminent role of state sum models in low dimensional topology. Models of this kind were and remain an important part of what is called quantum topology. They are closely related to mathematical physics, quantum algebra and statistical mechanics. The most famous example of state sum model in low dimensional topology is probably the Kauffman bracket [Kau87] . Not only demonstrates it how methods of statistical mechanics and ideas of quantum field theory can be relevant in this subject as Witten explained [Wit89] , but it is also the first step in a recent major development of quantum topology: categorification of quantum invariants. Indeed, Khovanov homology [Kho00] which categorifies the Jones polynomial is clearly inspired by the combinatorial definition of the Jones polynomial given by the Kauffman bracket.
In this paper, we give state sum models computing quantum invariants arising from the representation theory of the super quantum group U q (gl N|M ). We believe these state sums will be useful in the quest of categorifying these quantum invariants. Some of the invariants described by these state sums have a non-semisimple nature. The prototypical example of such non-semi-simple invariants is the Alexander-Conway polynomial.
Let us discuss-with a slightly biased point of view-some of the state sums and categorifications of the Alexander-Conway polynomial. The first categorification of the Alexander provided by the knot Floer homology of Ozsváth-Szabó and Rasmussen [OS04, Ras03] uses its interpretation as Reidemeister torsion. In a combinatorial version of Manolescu-Ozsváth-Szabó-Thurston using grid diagrams, they used explicitely a determinantal description [MOST07, Appendix] . They were many attempts to have a direct combinatorial approach using the state model developped by Kauffman in [Kau83] , but finally Ozsváth-Szabó made the connection in [OS09] using a twisted version of the knot Floer homology. In [RW19] , the authors of this paper provided a combinatorial categorification of the Alexander-Conway polynomial of knots starting from a representation theoric interpretation (see [EPV19] for the connection between knot Floer homology and representation theory). The state sum model underlying this last categorification is one of the example of the present paper (see also [Vir06, Sar15] ).
The paper [MOY98] by Murakami-Ohtsuki-Yamada is another prototypical example of a state sum model which found its full relevance and importance in the realm of the categorification process. They give an elementary description of Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant associated with exterior powers of the standard representation of U q (gl N ). The description of these quantum invariants by MurakamiOhtsuki-Yamada proceeds in two steps. First, a link diagram is expressed as a formal linear combination of planar trivalent graphs (see also Kuperberg [Kup96] ), then a positive state sum is provided for these graphs. Both of these steps were key ingredients for the categorification of U q (gl N )-quantum invariants by KhovanovRozansky [KR08] (see also Mackaay-Stošić-Vaz [MSV09] and Wu [Wu14] , Yonezawa [Yon11] , Mazorchuk-Stroppel [MS09] and Sussan [Sus07] for colored versions).
State sum models should continue to be of importance and influencal in quantum topology. For instance, they play a direct role in another version of the categorification of the previous invariants by the authors in [RW17] . A state sum model for closed 2-dimensional CW complexes called foams is given to produce a trivalent TQFT. This state sum model was reinvested by Khovanov and the first author [KR18] to investigate the four color theorem.
The present paper is firstly concerned with state sum models for exterior powers of the standard representation of U q (gl N|M ). In particular the case N = 0, corresponds to invariants associated with symmetric powers of the standard representation of U q (gl M ). These invariants have been categorified in [RW18, QRS18, Cau17] . As reproved in the present paper, the invariants only depend on N − M, providing in fact different state sum models for the same invariants. It is conjectured in [GGS18] that these various state sums could be categorified yielding potentially non-equivalent homological invariants.
Secondly, the paper investigates further the invariants associated with the Nth exterior power of the standard representation of U q (gl N|1 ) which have vanishing quantum dimensions. These invariants can be renormalized, see [GPM10, QS15] . This paper provides a direct proof that they can be renormalized giving explicitly a state sum model. It also explains how these invariants are related to Kashaev invariants [Kas95] (see [GPM08] for a different proof of this latter fact). As ADO invariants [ADO92] , this family of non-semisimple invariants provides interesting family of invariants generalizing the Alexander polynomial containing Kashaev invariants. The Alexander polynomial has been categorified in this framework [RW19] and the present state sum models provide a first step in the categorification of this family of invariants.
Outline of the paper.
• Section 1 is devoted to some combinatorics of q-binomials used in the rest of the paper.
• Section 2 gives the state sum models for planar graphs.
• Section 3 extend the state sum models to link diagrams.
• Section 4 investigates the non-semisimple case of the N-th exterior power of the standard representation of U q (gl N|1 ) and makes the connection with the Kashaev invariants.
• Appendix A provides the representation theoric background; in particular the explicit maps providing the corresponding Reshetikhin-Turaev functors.
SOME q-IDENTITIES
In this section, we give some useful identities on quantum integers and quantum binomials. See [KC02] for a more detailed account. The first two lemmas and three next corollaries are obtained by direct computations or easy inductions and we omit their proofs. Unless otherwise specified, q is a formal parameter. Definition 1.1. Let n be an integer, define the quantum integer [n] by the following formula:
if n > 0, 0 if n = 0 and
If k and n are two integers, define the quantum binomial n k by the following formula:
Remark 1.2. For all integers k and n, one has: 
Lemma 1.3. Let n and m be two integers, the following identity holds:
Corollary 1.5. Let k, m and n be three integers, then the following identity holds:
Lemma 1.6. Let n and k be two integers, then the following identity holds:
Corollary 1.7. Let n and k be two integers with k ≥ 0, then the following identity holds:
A version of the next proposition appears in [KC02, page 23] with a different proof only valid for n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0. Hence, we provide a complete proof. Proposition 1.8. Let n 1 , n 2 and k be three integers. The following identity holds:
Proof. This statement is proved by induction on n 1 . If n 1 = 0 this is obvious. One needs to consider the case n 1 ≥ 0 and the case n 1 ≤ 0. Suppose that n 1 ≥ 0 and that the statement holds for n 1 . We use Lemma 1.6 to compute:
Hence the statement holds for n 1 + 1, and therefore for all n 1 ∈ Z ≥ 0.
Suppose that n 1 < 0 and that the statement holds for n 1 + 1. We use Corollary 1.7 to compute:
Hence, the statement holds for n 1 and therefore for all negative integers.
If x∈X Y (x) < ∞, the multi-subset Y is said to be finite and the sum is its cardinal (denoted by #Y ). If x is an element of X , the number Y (x) is the multiplicity of x in
Y . An element x of X is in Y , if its multiplicity in Y is greater than or equal to 1 (we write x ∈ Y ). Let Y 1 and Y 2 be two multi-subsets of a set X .
• The disjoint union of Y 1 and
• The union of Y 1 and
Remark 1.10. A subset Y of X can be thought of as a multi-subset of X by identifying it with its characteristic function. Notation 1.11. Let X be a set. The power set of X is denoted by P (X ). The set of finite multi-subsets of X is denoted by M(X ). For any non-negative integer k, the set of subsets (resp. multi-subsets) of X of cardinal k is denoted by P k (X ) (resp. 
Proof. This is an easy induction. The statement is clear when N = 0, and one can prove that the left-hand sides of these two identities satisfy the induction formulas given in Lemma 1.6 and Corollary 1.7.
COLORINGS OF MOY GRAPHS
The aim of this section is to present a state sum à la Murakami-Ohtsuki-Yamada [MOY98] computing the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants of links associated with the exterior powers of the standard representation of U q (gl N|M ). These invariants are denoted P N|M . As in [MOY98] , this state sum is a combinatorial interpretation of the underlying representation theory. Details about the algebraic definition is provided in Appendix A. Note however that consistency of the MOY calculus presented here follows from its definition as a state sum and does not rely on the algebraic interpretation. The sl N -invariants associated with exterior powers correspond to setting 
Since the U q (gl N|M )-invariant of a link with ℓ components associated with 1 odd is equal to (−1) ℓ , we obtain that if L is an oriented link with ℓ components labeled by positive integers k 1 ,... , k ℓ , interpreted as exponents of symmetric powers, then its
where L denote the mirror image of L and the integers k 1 ,... , k ℓ are now interpreted as exponents exterior powers. The mirror image appears because the isomorphism between U q (gl N|M ) and U q (gl M|N ) maps the universal R-matrix of U q (gl N|M ) onto the inverse of that of U q (gl M|N ).
The most famous invariant associated with symmetric powers is the colored Jones polynomial of links. For a link L with ℓ components, denote J n (L) the un-normalized colored Jones polynomial associated with the (n + 1)-dimensional irreducible representation of U q (sl 2 ). The discussion above gives
where L n,...,n means that every component of L is labeled by n. For further reference,
[n+1] the normalized colored Jones polynomial.
Definition 2.1 ([MOY98]).
A MOY graph is a finite oriented planar trivalent graph
) with a labeling of its edges ℓ : E Γ → Z ≥0 such that the flow given by labels and orientations is preserved at each vertex, meaning that every trivalent vertex follows one of the two models
The first is a merge vertex, the second is a split vertex. For each vertex, there is a thick edge (the one labeled by a + b in the depicted models) and two thin edges: the one labeled by a in the previous models is the left thin edge, the one labeled by b is the right thin edge. obtained from Γ by replacing each e edge of Γ by ℓ(e) parallel oriented intervals and joining these intervals at every vertex of Γ by the only compatible oriented crossing-less matching.
Let γ be a simple multi-curve in the plane. The rotational of γ is the integer ρ(γ) equal to the number of circles of γ oriented counterclockwise minus the number of circles of γ oriented clockwise.
A circle oriented counterclockwise is said positively oriented and a circle oriented clockwise is said negatively oriented.
The rotational of a MOY graph Γ is the integer ρ(Γ) equal to the rotational of its cabling.
Definition 2.4. The binomial weight of a MOY graph Γ is the Laurent polynomial b(Γ) defined by the following formula:
where for each split vertex v, v l (resp. v r ) denotes the label of the left thin edge (resp. right thin edge) of v. Let I be a finite set and consider a collection
,ℓ 2 )) be two sub-MOY graphs of Γ. For each split vertex s of Γ, define u s (Γ 1 ,Γ 2 ) to be the integer defined by the formula:
where a 1 (resp. b 1 ) is the label of Γ 1 of the left (resp. right) small edge at the vertex s and a 2 (resp. b 2 ) is the label of Γ 2 of the left (resp. right) small edge at the vertex s. Define u(Γ 1 ,Γ 2 ) to be the integer given by the formula:
Remark 2.7. Note that the sum of sub-MOY graphs of Γ is a MOY graph but not necessarily a sub-MOY graph of Γ, since it is not required that for all e ∈ E(Γ),
For the rest of the paper, fix two non-negative integers N and M.
) is an M-tuple of sub-MOY graph of Γ such that:
The set of (N|M)-colorings of Γ is denoted by col N|M (Γ) (or simply col(Γ)). 
The ρ-weight of c is the integer denoted by w ρ (c) and defined by the following formula:
The multiplicity of c is the Laurent polynomial m(c) with positive coefficients and symmetric in q and q −1
given by the following formula:
The parity of c is the integer s(c) given by the following formula:
as the name suggests, we are only interested in the value of s(c) modulo 2. Equality modulo 2 is denoted by ≡ in what follows. The combinatorial (N|M)-evaluation of the coloring c is the Laurent polynomial 〈Γ, c〉 N|M given by the following formula:
Finally, the combinatorial (N|M)-evaluation of Γ is the Laurent polynomial 〈Γ〉 N|M given by the following formula:
We give in Appendix A a detailed account of the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant for MOY graphs for the quantum group U q (gl N|M ). For any MOY graph Γ it is denoted ⟪Γ⟫ N|M . The aim of the rest of this section is to prove the next theorem.
Theorem 2.11. For any MOY graph Γ, the algebraic and the combinatorial evaluation of Γ agree. This means:
In particular, the combinatorial evaluation depends only on N − M and is symmetric in q and q −1 .
Following Proposition A.10, one only needs to check that 〈•〉 N|M satisfies the multiplicativity property and the local relations of Proposition A.9. This is the object of the rest of this section.
Lemma 2.12. Let Γ be a MOY graph, and Γ be its image under the transformation
Proof. There is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between colorings of Γ and colorings of Γ. Let c be a coloring of Γ and c the corresponding coloring of Γ. The following identities hold:
w s (c) = −w s (c) and
From this, one immediately obtains
).
Lemma 2.13. Let Γ and Υ be two MOY graphs, then
Proof. First of all, there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the set of colorings of Γ ⊔ Υ and the Cartesian product of sets of colorings of Γ and Υ. 
s(c)+ s(d) and m((c, d)) = m(c)m(d). Hence, it remains to prove that w((c, d)) = w(c)+ w(d). Let us denote by
and
Lemma 2.14. For any non-negative integer k, the following identity holds:
Proof. Let us start with the first identity. Denote by Γ the positively oriented circle of label k. 
Hence, if one fixes two integers k
, one gets:
Hence, using Proposition 1.8, one gets:
The second identity follows from the first one and Lemma 2.12 (because quantum binomials are symmetric in q and q
−1
Lemma 2.15. The combinatorial (N|M)-evaluation satisfies the following two local identities:
Proof. We only prove the first one. Let us denote by Γ and Υ respectively the MOY graph on the left and right-hand side of this identity. There is a canonical one-toone correspondence between the (N|M)-colorings of Γ and of Υ.
) be the corresponding coloring of Υ. The following holds:
This implies 〈Γ, c〉 N|M = Υ, c ′ N|M and subsequently 〈Γ〉 N|M = 〈Υ〉 N|M .
Lemma 2.16. The combinatorial (N|M)-evaluation satisfies the following identity:
Proof. Let Γ and Υ be two MOY graphs which are identical except in a small ball where they are related by the local relation (3), Γ being on the left-hand side and Υ on the right-hand side. First note that any coloring of Γ induces a coloring of Υ. Let us fix a coloring c
We will prove the following:
Denote by e the edge of Υ which appears in the local relation. For i in M and j in N , set 
If A = E and h ∈ N , one has:
Note that for the coloring c to exist, it is necessary that k E h = 1. However, if k E h = 0, the previous formula makes the contribution of this "virtual" coloring equal to 0. This argument will be used throughout the proofs of this section. We will not repeat it. One can sum: . We will prove the following:
Hence:
Finally, one gets: Proof. The first identity is a consequence of Lemma 2.18 and Lemma 2.12. The second is an easy induction.
Lemma 2.20. The combinatorial (N|M)-evaluation satisfies the following local identity:
Proof. Let Γ, Υ and Φ be three MOY graphs which are identical except in a small ball B where they are related by the local relation (5) 
which together with (6) implies the lemma.
) a coloring of Υ. Let us denote by e l (resp. e r ) the vertical edge on the left (resp. right) of the part of Υ which is in B. We need a few extra notations. For i ∈ M and j ∈ N , set: 
In the case A = E and h ∈ N , one has:
Note that in order c to exist it is necessary and sufficient that r 
We compute with help of Lemma 1.5:
Corollary 2.21. The combinatorial (N|M)-evaluation satisfies the following local identity and its mirror image:
Proof. This is an easy induction using Lemma 2.20 and Corollary 2.17. 
which together with (8) implies the lemma. Let us fix a coloring c
) of Υ. and denote by e l (resp. e r ) the vertical edge on the left (resp. right) of the part of Υ which is in B. We need a few extra notations. For i ∈ M and j ∈ N , set:
A coloring of Γ inducing c 
Note that in order c ′′ to exist it is necessary and sufficient for r S h and l S h to be positive. In the case A = E and h ∈ N , we have:
Hence, one has:
LINK INVARIANTS
The aim of this section is to define link invariants using the combinatorics worked out in the previous section. The definition are really close from [MOY98] . The main point here is to fix normalization. Finally, define k(D) (resp. e(D)) to be the sum of the k x (resp. e x ) for all x in ×(D). Proof. It is enough to check invariance under Reidemeister moves. This follows from the various identities satisfied by the (N|M)-evaluation given in Section 2. The way to deduce invariance from these identities is given in [MOY98] .
Remark 3.5. From Corollary A.11, one deduces that for any link L, the polynomial P N|M (L) depends only on L and N − M.
Proposition 3.6. The polynomial P N|M satisfies the following skein relation:
Proof. This follows from the local definition of 〈•〉 N|M on unlabeled crossings: simpler in the definition of P N|M gives the identity.
Remark 3.7. The connection between U q (gl N|M )-link invariants for links labeled by an arbitrary partition λ and generic versions of them known as colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials was explored by Queffelec and Sartori [QS15] . We refer the reader to this paper for a detailed account. In particular, they show that such invariants depend only on N −M and the partition λ. The present paper provides an alternative proof for this well-known fact for partitions which are rows.
NON SEMI-SIMPLE INVARIANTS
In this part we suppose that 1 ≤ M ≤ N. Let us consider a link L and suppose that one of its component has label n with n > N − M. One can show that in this case the gl N|M -invariant is equal to 0 (see for instance [QS15] . This follows from the fact that the gl N|M -invariant of the unknot labeled n is equal to M−N n which happens to be 0. The aim of this part is to directly re-normalize the gl N|M invariant in this case in order to get a non-trivial invariant. The theory of renormalized invariants is nowadays well developed but we refer to one the early paper by Geer and PatureauMirand which treats the case we are looking at [GPM10] and also to the treatment by Queffelec and Sartori [QS15] . The interested reader could also consult the paper by Geer, Patureau-Mirand and Turaev [GPMT09] .
Here, we focus on the case M = 1 and n = N. Incidentally, the re-normalized gl 1|1 -invariant for links uniformly colored by 1 equals the (one-variable) Alexander polynomial. Hence, this construction can be thought of a generalization of the Alexander polynomial. Let uspoint out that these invariants do not coincide with the colored Alexander polynomials (or ADO invariants) [ADO92] . If Γ ⋆ is a marked MOY graph and c is a (N|1)-coloring of Γ ⋆ , define 〈Γ ⋆ , c〉 N|1 := 〈Γ, c〉 N|1 , and: As in Section 3, 〈•〉 N|1 needs to be normalized to obtain a link invariant. Define
, where |β| is the number of crossings of β.
Remark 4.6. Besides the appearances, the normalization used for Q N|1 is the same as for P N|1 (see Definition 3.1) but is especially simple for the present choice of labels. 
Where :
These two products of quantum binomials are equal. Hence β 1 N|1 = β 2 N|1 and therefore Q(β 1 ) N|1 = Q(β 2 ) N|1 . 
where L denotes the mirror image of L.
appears in the formulation of the volume conjecture [Kas95, MM01] . For proving this theorem we need a technical result about quantum binomials evaluated at root of unity.
Lemma 4.11. Let N, a and b be three integers. The following identity holds:
Proof. We assume here that q = e iπ N+1 . for Γ ⋆ a marked MOY graph appearing in the expansion of β ⋆ . Both these quantities can be computed using the relations in Proposition A.9 for (N|1) and (0|2) and the fact that 〈U ⋆ 〉 N|1 = 〈U〉 0|2
[−N] = 1 for U a circle of label N. More precisely, one has:
for a R Γ (n, q) a sum of product of quantum binomials of the form a i b i and n − c j d j .
The first binomials correspond to relations (13), (16) 
and therefore
.
Since all strands are labeled by N, one has:
where c + and c − are the number of positive and negative crossings of β respectively. Hence, for q = exp(
It turns out that k + c − − c + has the same parity as the number ℓ of components of L. This gives:
Remark 4.12. The previous result can also be obtained in an indirect way from the work of Geer and Patureau-Mirand [GPM08] . In this paper, they prove that the generalized Links-Gould invariants specialize to the Kashaev invariants. These invariants are constructed using typical representations V (α) of U q (gl N|1 ) depending on a complex parameter α. For α = −1, these are exactly the representations considered in the present paper and this specialization α = −1 is compatible with the ones providing the Kashaev invariants.
APPENDIX A. MOY GRAPHS, AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH
For a general introduction to the Reshetikhin-Turaev functors, we refer to Turaev's book [Tur94] . For more details on the super setting, we refer to Geer and Patureau-Mirand [GPM10] and references therein. The later paper can also be consulted for the renormalization process (see also [QS15] ). Here, we follow and expand the diagrammatic presentation of Tubbenhauer-Vaz-Wedrich [TVW17] . For the reader convenience, we made explicit the various pieces of the ReshetikhinTuraev functor. All proofs are omitted since they are all direct verifications.
In what follows, a super algebra is presented. It means that it is endowed with a Z/2-grading and more importantly, its modules are objects of Svect the category of super vector spaces. Objects of this category are Z/2-graded vector spaces, morphisms are linear maps preserving the Z/2 grading. The Z/2-grading, called parity, is denoted |•|. Homogeneous elements with parity equal to 0 (resp. 1) are even (resp. odd). This category inherits from vect a monoidal structure and a duality. The braiding c on Svect differs from that of vect:
If V is an object of Svect which has finite dimension as a vector space. Its su-
The classical dimension of V is its dimension as a vector space.
Definition A.1. Let N and M be two non-negative integers. The quantum general linear superalgebra U q (gl N|M ) is the associative, unital,
if |i − j| = 1 and i = N,
and the super relations
All these generators are Z/2-homogeneous and even, but E N and F N which are Z/2-homogeneous and odd.
and ǫ : U q (gl N|M ) → C(q) to be the C(q) algebra maps defined by: 
induces an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. 
with a structure of U q (gl N|M )-module. 
